Higher Security
Today and Tomorrow
Global 21 is the advanced signalling service that combines enhanced
premises protection by ensuring that the alarm always gets through.
Designed for today’s digital communications Global 21 replaces the
conventional telephone line between your alarm system, and monitoring
centre and replaces it with two connections. The first leverages your
existing broadband internet connection; the second uses Optus’ s
latest wireless technology.
This powerful combination makes Global 21 the secure and
cost-effective signalling solution for any security situation.

Smarter and faster
Global 21 offers three key advantages over traditional alarm
signalling services:

• It is guaranteed to work with next-generation broadband and fibre
networks. This means that your alarm service will continue to run
smoothly as these new networks are rolled-out across Australia.
• It allows your alarm provider to talk directly to your alarm panel.
As a result, engineers can always interrogate your system, conduct
routine service and run maintenance procedures - all from their
offices. This means a fast response to service issues, fewer
call-outs, and no inconvenience.
• Because your broadband connection is constantly monitored you
get to know if there is any disruption to your business critical
communications.
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Take a closer look
• More reliable
Uses your existing broadband connection for an ‘always-on’ link
between your alarm system and monitoring centre.

• More secure
Alarms always get through. Global 21 sends a ‘confirmed’
activation using either broadband or wireless links.

• More affordable
Charges cover all communications - and no more dedicated line
rentals or 1345xxxx phone calls to pay!

Easy installation

• Fully approved
Meets the exacting requirements of the insurance companies,
police services, and available to comply with all Classes of
the new Australian security standard: AS2201.5:2008.

• Easy to deploy, cost-effective to manage
Global 21 fits seamlessly into modern alarm panels. Enables
your alarm company to manage and maintain your system
without unnecessary call-outs and charges.

• Future-proof
Designed for the internet, and unlike many of its rivals is fully
compatible with fibre and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP).

• Flexible

Global 21 is simple to install
as part of any existing or new
alarm system.
It shares your office
broadband connection, so
you do not need to rent a
dedicated line. In addition,
you benefit from extra
security because broadband
connections are
constantly monitored.
For more information see
www.emizon.com.au

Works with any standard broadband service.

Global 21 is available from:
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